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History
Anchormate
Design was purchased by Maxwell and production continued with the Anchormate logo on top
of the drum.
The Anchormate did not have the three SP0064 csk screws holding the deckplate and baseplate
together.
The Anchormate used UHMWPE bearings for the drum cut from flat sheet (part 4229) Maxwell
can still supply this part to order. The bore diameter of the drum is Ø42mm.
The Anchormate used a V100 (SP0748) deck seal which is no longer stocked but can be replaced
by the V110 (SP2768)
Anchormax V1– Mid 1999 – January 2011

Drum was changed to have the Anchormax logo on top and the bore was increased to Ø44.2
and press in plastic bearings used.
3 x csk screws added to hold the deckplate and baseplate together.
In 2001 the cap was changed from plastic to aluminium and the V100(SP0748) seal on the
deckplate was changed to the V110 (SP2768) – the V100 was overstretched and would crack.
In January 2007 the 4507 cap had an o-ring groove added and o-ring fitted to seal, prior to this
a liquid gasket was used which was often omitted when serviced allowing water to get into the
gearbox.
Anchormax V2 – January 2011 to present

Complete redesign, all gears now supported by bearings, stainless steel drum, changed motor
from 600W (SP2142) to 500W (SP4189) which due to efficiency increase from bearing changes
has same performance.
Due to improvements in the design to increase durability, servicing of the Anchormax V2 is
expected to be reduced. Replacement of the entire unit may be a better option than repairing if
a unit is damaged.
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Service
All Models
DO NOT clamp the motor in a vice or similar as this will dislodge the magnets. Impact to the
motor will have a similar result.
Gears are no longer available individually and must be purchased as a set
P90014 Anchormax V1 – excludes ring gear
P90016 Anchormax V2 – excludes ring gear
Other kits are available, Refer to the exploded drawings at the back of this booklet
If the ring gear in the drum is damaged the easiest / only way to remove it is to drill a hole in
the ring gear / grind through the ring. This will release the tension in the ring alowing it’s
removal.
Note: When reassembling, the deckplate and baseplate need to be sealed with liquid gasket, an
anaerobic sealant is recommended as this will not solidify into lumps which can get into the
gears.
Anchormax V1 / Anchormate
Disassembly is straight forward, once the top cap is removed the drum should slide off. The
gearbox is accessed by removing the 3 x csk screws in the baseplate and separating the
baseplate and deckplate. The studs can be struck with a soft faced hammer while holding the
motor to separate the baseplate and deckplate, or alternatively if the drum has been removed
the end of the gear can be tapped to separate the baseplate and deckplate.
The original 600W motor (SP2142) is no longer stocked so must be replaced by the 500W motor
(SP4189) and an adaptor kit P104725.
On models without the o-ring in the top cap, the cap should be sealed to the baseplate with
liquid gasket.
Anchormax V2
To disassemble;
1) Separate the baseplate from the deckplate by removing the 3 x csk screws. It may be
necessary to strike the stud ends while holding the motor.
2) Remove the 4226 gear assembly (offset gear). Clamp the end of the shaft in a vice or
similar and tap the deckplate off with a soft faced hammer.
3) Remove the 7229 pinion and SP0683 bearing. The pinion and bearing should come out
together, if this is not the case remove the bearing with a bearing puller.
4) Once the SP0683 bearing is removed, circlip SP3531 will become accessible, remove the
circlip which will allow removal of the drum. Note this circlip is susceptible to stretching
if opened too widely, check for correct fit before reuse.
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Yearly Service recommendations
Anchormax V1
Run the unit in the clockwise direction and note the current draw and relative noise level.
Current draw at 12V should be no more than 25Amp.
Remove the retaining cap and inspect the V-Ring seal for damage / deformation. Replace if
necessary.
Remove the drum and inspect the two bushes inside the drum for damage/wear. Replace if
necessary.
Inspect the V-Ring seal attached to the deckplate for damage/wear. Replace if necessary.
Remove the motor from the lower deckplate, clean carbon dust build-up and inspect for wear /
damage (refer Motor section below)
Turn the input shaft by hand, feel for any roughness in the bearings, if shaft does not rotate
smoothly separate the gearbox, and replace the bearings.
Clean , regrease and reassemble all components, The motor should be sealed to the lower
deckplate using liquid gasket, the retaining cap should be sealed to the upper deckplate with
either an O-ring or liquid gasket.
Anchormax V2
Run the unit in the clockwise and anti-clockwise directions and note the current draw and
relative noise level. Current draw at 12V should be no more than 35Amp.
Remove the motor from the lower deckplate, clean carbon dust build-up and inspect for wear /
damage (refer Motor section below)
Turn the input shaft by hand and feel for any roughness in the bearings, if the shaft rotates
smoothly reassemble the unit and test
If the shaft does not rotate smoothly then disassemble the unit following the instructions on
the previous page. Remove the drum and check the lip seal for damage/ wear. Replace parts as
necessary.
Motor Service
The motor used on the Anchormax has the brushes acting axially along the motor axis, for this
reason when the motor is unbolted from the deckplate the endcap / brush assembly is inclined
to separate from the motor body due to the spring pressure pushing the two apart. Take care
not to lose the springs.
Once the motor is separated from the gearbox separate it into the individual parts; front flange,
armature, motor body, end cap assembly.
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Motor body

Front Flange

Armature

End Cap Assy

Inspect the armature for any burnt windings / insulation, if any found replace the motor.
Inspect the motor body, check the magnets are not broken and are still bonded to the body.
Inspect the end cap assembly to ensure brush terminals or leads are not touching the body,
there is no melting of the insulators, the brushes are not worn (std brush length is 12.7mm).
Clean all carbon build-up from the motor components, apply a light coating of grease to the
front flange bearing and reassemble motor. Replace motor gaskets if necessary.
To reassemble first fit the armature to the end cap / brush assembly ensuring all brushes and
springs are seated correctly in the housing.
While holding the armature in place fit the motor housing (armature will be attracted to
magnets and pull into housing if not held in place)
Align the locking tabs on the end cap and motor body.
Align the locking tabs on the front flange and fit.
Fit through bolts.
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Anchormate
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Anchormax V2
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Anchormax V2
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